Weaving a paper tale

STORIES CAN BE TOLD about something as simple as a scrap of paper. Cathy Spagnoli tells at Star Lake Elementary School class. Spagnoli, a professional storyteller for several years, told tales of Asian folklore, Italian history and Indian culture during a two-day stay at the school last week. The Seattle resident drove on her visits to Asia and India for stories she told to each Star Lake class.

Creek damage stops work on Costco store

Silt from construction site threatens Hylebos salmon

In the Puget Sound area, silt has been found to be a serious threat to salmon runs. The Hylebos Creek is one of the streams that are at risk.

A SURFACE-WATER detention pond at the site of a Costco store near the airport, but problems have been reported. The main complaints from neighbors of the Loop are camping and related to prostitution.

New armsory means more troops in Kent

By LYNN KEEBAUGH

King County authorities have placed a conditional stop-work order on the store until developers complete measures.

For the 18.900-square-foot store, Ar-mada/Lagerquist Company of Seattle, have until Friday to complete the project. The city of Renton, and the county, are considering the extent of the sediment, constructing a barrier covered with crushed rock and gravel, and other measures.

Also, lawyers representing a local union are considering an appeal of the store plans with the county about it, Demetrius said. If a police officer spots a girl in the Sea-Tac "strip" made 252 arrests related to prostitution. The system is "cumbersome," he said. If she hasn't been reported yet, "We're trying to get to be touch with the county about it," Demetrius said. "We've got to try to get more water quality with county ordinaces.

Renton Police Capt. Don Persson said the ordinance took effect. "But the crime on Pacific Highway will go on. An anti-cruising ordinance might not be wide ordinance might not be popular across the county," he said. "It's the toothpaste effect," Persson said.

It would have to get a lot more popular before we would consider a countywide ordinance might not be popular yet. What that would mean is keeping the streets clear of cruisers. The system is "cumbersome," said Dr. Greg Hill.

THE INTERNATIONAL PROTEST
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More troops in Kent

By KURT HERZOG

The Pentagon has ordered that more troops be sent to the complex at 38th Avenue South between South 243rd and 248th streets. Three of the new 45,542 square-foot retail stores, Ar-mada/Lagerquist spokesman. Rick Aramburu. "They haven't realized the extent of the sediment," he said.

Other ordinances in the county are being explored.

Kenny Councilman Paul Way are slim, mostly because the facilities will be kibosh on cruising

King County Executive Tim dung said. "Because the facilities will be kibosh on cruising, the ordinance will be an effec­tive test in the courts, he said.
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Please take a look at cityhood choices

To the citizens of Sea-Tac and Federal Way,

In the past I have held the belief that processing area has been several public elections on the question of annexation into a new city. Many have asked us as a group of people, and many who opposed them. I have been told (by some contacting people).

This has been the reason for the remaining central in the question of city service. The other reason is that I have sometimes been asked to respond by your personal perception of the issues, without telling you how I vote on this. In any attempt.

While my personal opposition against cityhood is based on the fact that I give you my perception of the proposals to incorporate (Sea-Tac and Federal Way), I cannot vote against cityhood.

I know that many of my supporters will vote to incorporate (Sea-Tac and Federal Way), and I have remained neutral on the question of city service.

This has been the reason for the remaining central in the question of city service. The other reason is that I have sometimes been asked to respond to your personal perception of the issues, without telling you how I vote on this. In any attempt.

While my personal opposition against cityhood is based on the fact that I give you my perception of the proposals to incorporate (Sea-Tac and Federal Way), I cannot vote against cityhood.

I know that many of my supporters will vote to incorporate (Sea-Tac and Federal Way), and I have remained neutral on the question of city service.

Safelli Jennette (Unemployed)

"His greatest success was improving our relationship with the Soviets. And his greatest failure was that he never was running for City of the Sea-Tac position."

Vance Beckwith (Consultant)

"I don't think of any narrative as a complete sentence, but I look at the foundation of the sentence. I look at the foundation of the sentence."

Bill Brockman (Loan Officer)

"In my opinion, the greatest success has to be improving our relationship with the Soviets. And his greatest failure was that he never was running for Mayor of Sea-Tac."

Mike Robinson

"It would be nice to think that a city of the Sea-Tac position."

"I don't think of any narrative as a complete sentence, but I look at the foundation of the sentence. I look at the foundation of the sentence."

Bill Brockman (Loan Officer)

"In my opinion, the greatest success has to be improving our relationship with the Soviets. And his greatest failure was that he never was running for Mayor of Sea-Tac."

"It would be nice to think that a city of the Sea-Tac position."

"I don't think of any narrative as a complete sentence, but I look at the foundation of the sentence. I look at the foundation of the sentence."
Tribe will check into Costco plans

Continued from A-1

The old armory floor isn't big enough for drill and storage for industry equipment in lack. Mike masts, for whom the site was built, were much smaller than industry masts, Demming explained.

Even finished, the armory will be home to Company 17 of the 3rd Battalion, currently having its training in Florida. The 3rd Battalion draws its soldiers from Humble, south to Olympia. Adding Company E will raise the number of guard troops training out of the armory, from first quarter average of about 180, those 3rd Battalion Guard and civil service personnel will work fulltime at the armory.

Do you know any local heroes?

If so, the Federal Way News/Community News wants to hear about them. Please type and double space all items for Local Heroes if you do. The more the better.

For more information call 941-4945

Tribe will check into Costco plans

Continued from A-1

Until new filtration systems are installed, no work is being allowed on the site itself while it's raining, Tusberg said. Work is still allowed on the building. "It's a very sensitive site," Tusberg said. "It needs to be done correctly. We don't want people even driving around on it."

After this project is completed, the water entering the creek will be even cleaner than now, said Tusberg. "Now, runoff from Interstate 5, State Route 18 and State Route 17 enters the creek unfiltered."

The finished store will include oil/water separator tanks and a grass-lined swale to filter out silt and materiales.

Fishing in the area has also increased directly adjacent to the site, said environmental coordinator John Demming. Nearby 15th Avenue South, which runs along the west side of the site, has been flooded over during heavy rains.

A closet was installed to correct the problem, Tusberg said.

The stop-work order and heavy rains have delayed the projects, Tusberg said, but developers expected some delays. The store should open for business by March, he said.

Tribal officials have not yet seen final drainage plans for the store, but officials are trying to get a copy of these plans from the developer. The completed plan will pass any long-term threat to the stream, Demming said.
Anti-cruising ordinances have worked elsewhere

Continued from A-4

In April 1988, Clemmer said, "I think that most of the problems stem from teenage kids cruising. Parents have worked elsewhere in the state to stem the problem." For Renton, he added, "I think we wouldn't have had a problem if we had a cruising ordinance." Several weeks prior to the law's passage, Renton City Council there passed an anti-cruising ordinance.

Throughout the state, the idea of the anti-cruising problem has been an issue. For instance, in Puyallup, police use a special cruising patrol every Friday night during peak times, such as Friday evening immediately after school. The patrol, consisting of one police officer, visits all the known cruising spots on one side of town. The police officer is told where all the cruising spots are and what parking lots are strictly for residents.

In any case, Point Defiance's police chief, Joe Beard, said, "I think the patrol was passed after a great deal of public debate and a lot of foresight by neighboring officers of cruising spots on one side of town. Cruising officers are on the other side demanding their right to drive their streets quietly." Enforcement of vandalism or traffic laws was done. In Puyallup's case, there was a 28-year-old man who was arrested and charged with criminal mischief. He had admitted to breaking windows in a car in a parking lot.

Seattle passed an anti-cruising ordinance a little bit later in 1988. Earlier in 1988, Boise, Idaho, passed an anti-cruising ordinance, the first in the United States. Seattle's ordinance was passed after a great deal of public debate. For years, city council members have been lobbying for an ordinance to stem the problem of cruising. The ordinance was passed in 1988.

Burglary victim's mother seeks aid

A wheelchair-bound Federal Way man lost his television, telephone and Stereo during a burglary at his home in early January. The man is living in the area and he has been married for 10 years.

The man's exact arrival is a mystery, but it is known that everything was normal until the man was unable to walk and was taken to a hospital. The police department is planning to change several roads to prevent people from parking near the hospital.

FEDERAL WAY'S Boyd said officers will keep up their efforts, which have been successful. The police department has been able to reduce the number of crimes to a minimum. The patrol will keep up its efforts, which have been successful. The police department has been able to reduce the number of crimes to a minimum.

A report in Wednesday's Federal Way Mirror said that two young men from Orting apparently had offered to sell drugs to two Federal Way men and then tried to run off with their money. The Federal Way men chased after the Orting men and caught them and a fight ensued.

License agency has moved to a new location

Federal Way Auto License Agency has moved to 2303 72nd Ave. E., South of SeaTac Mall. The agency, which serves and issues driver's licenses, vehicle licenses and registrations, and shares quarters with the Department of Licensing, where driver's licenses are issued and renewed, is in Century Plaza. The Department of Licensing has not moved.

BARBERA BILLINGS D.D.S.

JANUARY CLEARANCE

In PUYALLUP, police use a special cruising patrol every Friday night during peak times, such as Friday evening immediately after school. The patrol, consisting of one police officer, visits all the known cruising spots on one side of town. The police officer is told where all the cruising spots are and what parking lots are strictly for residents.

Photo by Paul P. Erickson

Puyallup's case, there was one man benefitting from the new law. In the past, when someone broke into a car and stole items, the police would not be able to find the person responsible. The new law allows the police to track down the person responsible.

Correction:

Stabbing victims

Sellers, not buyers

A report in Wednesday's Federal Way Mirror says a young man was shot and killed by older cruisers coming from out of town. Cruising once was a healthy, safe pastime for high school kids and during after school events, Clemmer said, "I'm not sure if that's the case. The cruisers aren't the problem. It's the older cruisers that are the problem. The problem is the cruisers coming from out of town."
By RANDY BLACK

In a fiery Tuesday morning argument, a 28-year-old Federal Way man sucker-punched a store security guard last weekend, the man...
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The News

BY CHUCK MERRICK

The Federal Way Eagles couldn’t find the winning form Friday night, as they lost to South Puget Sound League boys’ basketball game to the visiting Lakes Lancers.

The best dropped Federal Way 5-3 in league play and 5-4 overall, while Lakes boosted its mark to 4-0 and 4-1 on the season.

“They (Lakes) came out like they wanted the ballgame and they played with great intensity,” said Federal Way coach Jerome Collins, whose team lost 3-2 in overtime to Curtis on Tuesday. “We didn’t play with any intensity, especially defensively.”

Federal Way had a tough time stopping 6-5 seniors Vernon Schmidt and 6-2 seniors Hillary Rizter 15 points, six rebounds, and also had problems offensively against Lakes’ sagging zone defense.

The Lancers picked their defense down low, preventing Federal Way from getting the ball into the hands of its big people and forcing the Eagles to take the outside shot.

The Thomas Jefferson Raider gymnastics team scored a first-place finish in a four-way meet at Decatur Thursday night with 143.2 points. Jefferson was second with 144.1 points, Rogers was third with 128.4. There was a three-way tie for fourth with 107 points.

We finally got back on the winning trail,” said Federal Way coach Deb Hunter. “That’s what we were really emphasizing this week.”

Jefferson’s gymnasts had problems sticking on the beam the entire year. They played with great intensity, and also had problems defensively against Lakes’ sagging zone defense.

The Lancers picked their defense down low, preventing Federal Way from getting the ball into the hands of its big people and forcing the Eagles to take the outside shot.

It wasn’t one of our better weeks,” said Jefferson coach Dave Johnson.

“We couldn’t seem to get on the board, but we felt good about beating Lakes. We didn’t play with any intensity, especially defensively.”

Jefferson’s gymnasts had problems sticking on the beam the entire year.

“We felt good, our beamers really came through after last week,” said Raider coach Dan Hunter. “That’s what we were really emphasizing this week.”

Jefferson and Decatur are now tied for first place in the league standings as each team has one loss.

Federal Way is 2-5 in league play and 3-9 overall.

“The Lancers’ fast break game helped keep the Eagles at bay on several occasions. It seemed like every time we would score the Lancers would come right back,” said Jefferson coach Tim Collins.

“We were a step slow defensively,” explained Collins. “They capitalized on it. They drove the lane. They shot the ball well. We just gave them credit.”

Federal Way, which needs points, is in the top three of the SPSL North Division to qualify for the SPSL Tournament. Now that the three-school tiebreaker (4-2) is by 2-0 in the closing moments.

James’ third three-pointer of the game with 11 seconds left clinched the win.
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Jefferson swimmers take a loss to Lancers, 102-71

The Thomas Jefferson boys' swimming team took a 102-71 loss at Lake Washington.

On the 200 medley relay, however, as Gary Hughes, Geoffrey Keating, Dave Stryer and Jim Adley won the 300 medley relay.

Adley finished second in the 100 freestyle race at 1:03.35. Kirk Jefferson won 1st place with a 1:00.94. Kirk Jefferson also won the 500 freestyle race.

Dyer placed second in the 100 butterfly at 1:48.86 and Adley was fourth (1:51.72).

Dyer placed second in the 50 freestyle at 20.25. Faison placed third with a 20.49. Dyer also placed second in the 200 freestyle race.

The 200 medley relay team of Gary Hughes, Geoffrey Keating, Dave Stryer and Jim Adley placed 2nd.

Lindsted takes tourney

The Federal Way girls' gymnastics team placed first in the High School City High School Wednesday night.

The best team placed first place with a score of 161.61, followed by Federal Way in second place with a score of 158.99.

The event winners included:

- Kellie Baker, who won the floor exercise with a score of 9.80 in the senior division.
- Nancy Jean, who won the vault with a score of 9.85 in the senior division.
- Sonya Skolnick, who won the balance beam with a score of 9.80 in the senior division.
- Tracy Young, who won the高低杠 with a score of 9.80 in the senior division.
- Terry Denness, who won the高低杠 with a score of 9.80 in the senior division.

The Eagles hope to continue surprising people like the boys.

Applications taken for soccer coaches

The Federal Way Soccer Association Premier League will be accepting applications for U-13, U-15, U-17 and U-19 boys' and girls' soccer coach qualifications. For more information, call 878-5896.

The following minimum U.S. "D" license or equivalent for each coach is required to qualify. For U-13 it is recommended that the coach be a licensed U.S. "E" license or equivalent. For U-17 and U-19, the coach must have a "D" license or equivalent.

For U-13, the coach should possess a minimum U.S. "D" license or equivalent. For U-17 and U-19, the coach should possess a minimum U.S. "C" license or equivalent. For U-15, the coach should possess a minimum U.S. "B" license or equivalent. For U-19, the coach should possess a minimum U.S. "A" license or equivalent.


Each coach should present a resume to the Federal Way Soccer Association Premier League office, which should include their name, address, phone number, and a statement of their experience, and the organization and years they have worked.

Applications will be reviewed by the Federal Way Soccer Association Premier League board of directors.

A "D" license is not required for a head coach in the senior division, but it is recommended for assistant coaches.

Applications for head coaches must be received by January 25, 1989. Applications for assistant coaches must be received by January 31, 1989.